I am
Performance by Eliza Ursachi
The assumption of a people’s past, of the past of a nation, of a present-day community in necessary in order to be
able to have a transforming action on the future. The past, present and future situation of a country is closely
connected to the situation of each of its citizens, meaning that every individual is directly and indirectly responsible
for the path and the destiny of the state he/she lives in.
In the beginning, the performance seems to be a confession, but it gradually turns into an accusation, turning later
into a prayer-confession, where everybody is addressed but nobody is named by name. And it is this lack of names
that tries to place the accent on contents rather than on form, on what makes all of us the same, but each of us
unique.
The chosen space speaks about consciousness, about claustrophobia, about detention cells. The white clothes,
although common – because they speak about everyman –, make one think about purity, cleanliness, and, why
not, about that moment in Christianity when the new converts witness the beginning of a new life through baptism.
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